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See Also
Here is a great link that explains the differences between POP and IMAP .

Managing IMAP Folders

Why Use POP
ISP's like POP because they don't have to store or back up customer mail databases (message
stores). Messages are downloaded from the ISP mail servers by the mail clients, deleted from
the servers and that's that. The message stores are on the customer PCs and are not the
responsibility of the ISP.

Why Use IMAP
As a user, particularly one that works from multiple locations, I feel IMAP is the only choice
worth considering.
-

mail stores are kept on the server
mail stores are readily available from multiple locations
webmail is just another IMAP client
all IMAP mail clients see the same folder organization
mail stores are centralized and easy to back up
mail servers are more reliable than workstation PCs
if your connection is unreliable or temporary (laptop?), use local caching

Still Undecided?
In the end, I would think one determining factor of which protocol to use is probably the answer
to &quot;Do you own your own mail server?&quot;. Though many mail service providers (like
us) offer IMAP as well as POP, you may have to pay a bit more for the extra storage and other
benefits. If you have your own mail server you probably already have lots of storage and a
backup system.
One factor that I see as an impediment to the wider-spread adoption of IMAP is the fact that
Microsoft mail clients are generally crappy IMAP clients. I suspect they'd rather sell Exchange
Server (messaging server software) for which Microsoft Outlook works very well. I doubt
Microsoft really wants you to use IMAP...
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Which Mail Client (user mail program)?
My preferred e-mail client is Thunderbird using IMAP. I feel handicapped by anything else.
However I'm sure there are many, many other useful IMAP mail clients that some people will
prefer. Heck, even the last couple of versions of Outlook (2003, 2007) are much better at IMAP
than previous versions. If you just have to have Outlook, you can still use IMAP...you'll just have
to learn to like it!
As a final note, webmail is just an IMAP client. Therefore, once you have an organized IMAP
message store on your mail server, webmail will display the exact same folders and messages
as any other IMAP mail client. That's really nice when you are out and about!
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